
How to Make a Metal Crochet Bracelet
with Jess Van Den of Epheriell.com

1. Cut three 1 metre pieces of your chosen 26 gauge 
wire.

2. Tie an open knot at one end (you should be able to 
fit your pinkie finger through the opening of the knot) 
leaving a tail of no less than 6cm.

3. Take a crochet hook, thread it through the knot, and 
proceed to chain 18-20.

4. Repeat with all three pieces of wire.

5. Take your three pieces of crocheted wire and flatten 
them. Line them up on the table so all three are flat and facing the same direction.

6. Put the tails at one end together and twirl them so they come together as one 
piece of wire (like you would twirl hair around your finger).

7. Anchor your twirled end (perhaps get a friend to hold it, or put the end under 
something heavy) and proceed to plait the three pieces of crocheted wire together 
loosely.

8. When you reach the other end, repeat the twirling process with the three ends. You 
may need to trim them – remember to cut them no shorter than 6cm.

9. Take one end and form a loop – again, about the size your pinkie finger could fit 
into.

10. Wind the end of the loop tightly around its base 2-3 times. Cut off any excess and 
use a tool to tightly clamp the ends down into the bracelet at the base of the loop.

11. Slide a lobster clasp onto the other end, and repeat the above process OR repeat 
the above loop-making process and then add a lobster clasp to one loop using a jump 
ring.

12. Put your bracelet on, then adjust to fit. You can stretch or squeeze the bracelet so 
that it fits your wrist perfectly.

13. Wear and enjoy! Share photos of your bracelet on social media using the hashtag  
#Epheriell so I can check them out :)

To download a copy of these instructions, visit:
Epheriell.com/metal-crochet-bracelet


